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AQ-Pal14 is a 30-residue polypeptide that was designed to form an α-helical coiled coil that contains a metal-binding 4-pyridylalanine residue on its solvent-exposed surface. However, characterization of this peptide shows that it exists as a three-stranded coiled coil, not a two-stranded one as predicted from its design. Reaction with cobalt(III) protoporphyrin IX (Co-PPIX) produces a six-coordinate Co-PPIX(AQ-Pal14)2 species that creates two coiled-coil oligomerization domains coordinated to opposite faces of the porphyrin ring. It is found that this species undergoes a buffer-dependent self-assembly process: nanometer-scale globular materials were formed when these components were reacted in unbuffered H2O, while millimeter-scale, rod-like materials were prepared when the reaction was performed in phosphate buffer (20 mM, pH 7). It is suggested that assembly of the globular material is dictated by the conformational properties of the coiled-coil forming AQ-Pal14 peptide, whereas that of the rod-like material involves interactions between Co-PPIX and phosphate ion.

Introduction

The design of supramolecular materials entails the use of noncovalent interactions to guide the organization of discrete molecular subunits into forming structures of added complexity. Polypeptides are likely building blocks for preparing such materials because of their ability to utilize optimal combinations of hydrogen bond, electrostatic, and hydrophobic interactions in the self-assembly of robust structural motifs. Because of this, the design of supramolecular peptide-based materials has been the focus of much interest, making important contributions to such diverse areas of study as tissue engineering, drug delivery, and the design of stimuli-responsive materials. Inspired by this work, we and others have sought to expand the synthetic toolbox employed in the construction of such materials by exploring the use of transition metal chemistry to help direct the assembly of polypeptides and proteins in ways that may add to, and perhaps complement, the existing repertoire of native biological structures. This approach to “metal-mediated peptide assembly” thus exploits the directional bonding properties of inorganic coordination compounds to route the spatial orientation of polypeptides in ways that can yield new types of bioinspired materials for future applications in medicine and technology.

Our group has focused on preparing biological materials based on the self-assembly peptide structure of an α-helical coiled coil. This protein structure motif exists as a left-handed supercoiling of two or more α-helices stabilized by a specific “knobs-into-holes” packing of hydrophobic side chains arising from its constituent peptides. A considerable body of work has been performed during the last two decades to show that synthetic coiled coils can be prepared from peptide sequences that are based on a seven-residue heptad repeat that is often labeled (abcdefg)n. It has been found that if the heptad a and d positions are occupied by nonpolar amino acids, a hydrophobic face of the helix is created that can serve as a noncovalent oligomerization domain for the coiled coil. This assembly can be further enhanced by occupying positions b, c, and f with hydrophilic amino acids and by placing oppositely charged residues at positions e and g to create a network of stabilizing interhelix salt bridges. Seminal work by Harbury et al.27 showed that the oligomerization states of these assemblies can be systematically changed by controlling the packing interactions that occur within their hydrophobic cores. Thus, coiled-coil dimers were formed when the heptad a and d positions of the GCN4 transcription factor were substituted by isoleucine and leucine, respectively, whereas tetramers were formed when the opposite substitutions (a = leucine, d = isoleucine) were made. Such observations formed the basis for a set of generally accepted guidelines for designing coiled coils having predetermined oligomerization states. However, recent work by the Woolfson group28 has suggested that the Harbury rules may not necessarily apply to synthetic coiled-coil sequences and that the observations giving rise to these rules may be sequence context-dependent. Results presented below will show that this is indeed true for the system studied in this work.

In recent years, our group has sought to enhance the sequence properties of α-helical coiled coils by adding metal-binding sites to either their hydrophobic cores or their solvent-exposed surfaces. This work has shown that two distinct classes of peptide materials can be prepared from the approach of metal-mediated assembly. Discrete peptide assemblies can be prepared by binding metal ions to the hydrophobic interiors of coiled coils in which a Cys-X-Cys binding domain was introduced into a single heptad repeat of a coiled-coil forming peptide. In these systems, cysteine residues occupied the a and d positions of the third heptad repeat, which completely disrupted the coiled-coil structure. However, subsequent metal coordination was found to reorganize the peptide into creating metal-
peptide assemblies that can be regarded as being model metalloproteins whose spatial dimensions are on the order of several nanometers. Other work by our group has shown that extended assemblies can be designed by placing metal-binding sites at the solvent-exposed surfaces of self-assembling coiled-coil structures. Most recently, a polypeptide called AQ-Pal14, which was thought to form two-stranded α-helical coiled coils, but now is shown to form trimeric coiled coils (vide infra), was derivatized with a metal-binding 4-pyridylalanine (Pal) site at its surface. These were then coordinated to the cis positions of a Pt(ethylene diamine) metal center to produce a Pt-peptide tecton unit in which two coiled-coil forming peptides are oriented at right angles from each other within the metal complex. It was found that oligomerization of these metal-peptide tectons by interunit coiled-coil formation results in the production of a heterogeneous population of globular and fibrillar assemblies having dimensions on the order of 10–100 nm. It was speculated that the different morphologies of these assemblies could result from the coordination geometry of the metal complex used in their formation.

The work to be described below will show how the coordination of the same coiled-coil forming AQ-Pal14 polypeptide to the axial positions of Co-PPIX (Figure 1) results in the construction of Co-PPIX/AQ-Pal14 tectons in which peptide coordination occurs at opposite faces of the porphyrin ring. Circular dichroism spectroscopy, size exclusion chromatography, and dynamic light scattering measurements show that the Co-PPIX/AQ-Pal14 tectons do indeed self-assemble through coiled-coil formation in solution to produce structures having a mean hydrodynamic radius of about 50 nm. When deposited onto a solid support from unbuffered H2O, atomic force microscopy shows that these materials assume a conical morphology having a base diameter about 40–80 nm, consistent with the light scattering results. The similarity of these structures to those formed by the Pt/AQ-Pal14 indicates that their morphologies are dictated by the conformational properties of the peptide component and not their constituent metal complexes. Interestingly, when these materials are prepared from phosphate buffer, a second type of material is formed that is visible to the naked eye and consists of rod-like structures having micrometer-scale lengths and micrometer-scale diameters. These structures are significantly larger and considerably more organized than those previously prepared by our group, and the results demonstrate the structural diversity of materials that can be prepared from peptidic and inorganic components.

**Experimental Section**

**Synthetic Methods.** The AQ-Pal14 peptide synthesis and purification were performed as previously described and analyzed by matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS: calc for [M + H⁺], 3280.86; found, 3280.11). The metal-peptide assemblies were formed by combining 1 mM solution of AQ-Pal14 and 0.5 mM solution of Co-PPIX in 5:95 (v/v) DMF in 20 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) and incubating at 60 °C for 2–24 h. Before microscopic analysis, the crude reaction mixture was washed with dichloromethane to remove any unreacted Co-PPIX.

**Raman and Infrared Spectroscopy.** Raman spectroscopy experiments were performed on a Renishaw inVia Raman microscope with a 442 nm laser focused using a 50× objective lens. Micro ATR-FTIR spectroscopy experiments were performed on a Varian FTS4000 spectrometer coupled to a Varian UMA600 IR microscope.

**Mass Spectrometry.** MALDI-MS data was acquired on a Bruker Daltonics Omniflex time-of-flight spectrometer using the linear positive mode. The employed matrix solutions were saturated solutions of α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid, sinapinic acid or 6-aza-2-thiouracil in acetonitrile/H2O (75:25, v/v). For analysis of the Co-PPIX/AQ-Pal14 materials, an individual rod was isolated from the SEM substrate and placed onto a MALDI target plate. This was then carefully washed with methanol to remove the outer layers of the material in an attempt to remove any unreacted starting materials from the sample before mixing with the matrix solution.

**Size Exclusion Chromatography.** Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) of the AQ-Pal14 apoprotein were performed with simultaneous multiangle static light scattering (MALS) detection and dynamic light scattering (DLS) on a Superdex 75 10/300 GL Tricorn column equilibrated with 0.05–0.10 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) and 0.1–1 M KCl at a flow rate of 0.3–0.5 mL/min. The eluant was passed in a sequential order through a Shimadzu SPD-10A UV-vis spectrophotometer, a Wyatt miniDAWN Tristar three-angle laser light scattering photometer coupled with a Wyatt DLS correlator at a 90° scattering angle, and a Wyatt Optilab REX refractive index detector. Data collection and processing was carried out using Wyatt Astra software. Local concentrations for the eluting AQ-Pal14 fractions were calculated on the basis of a specific refractive index increment value, dn/dc, of 0.185 mL/g. The latter value was confirmed by measuring the refractive index changes in a series of peptide dilutions in 0.05 M potassium phosphate buffer, 0.10 M potassium chloride, pH 7.0. The apparent weight average molar mass Mw of the peptide was calculated using the Zimm fit method using a first-degree polynomial.

DLS data for the AQ-Pal14 SEC eluates was also collected simultaneously with MALS. The additional batch DLS experiments were performed on fresh AQ-Pal14 samples prepared in water or buffer media and filtered through a 0.02 μm filter. In DLS experiments, a correlation function g(2)(r) was recorded and analyzed using the method of cumulants to yield the translational diffusion coefficient D. Alternatively, the correlation function data was processed using the regularization algorithm as implemented in Astra software to obtain a distribution plot of D values. The calculated value of D was corrected to standard conditions of water at 20 °C (D_{20,w}). Subsequently, the hydrodynamic radius Rg was found according to the Stokes–Einstein relation.

SEC experiments on the Co-PPIX/peptide reaction mixtures were performed using a Superdex 200 10/300 GL Tricorn column. The samples were eluted using 0.05 M potassium phosphate buffer, 0.1 M KCl, pH 7.0, at a flow rate of 0.4 mL/min and monitored at a wavelength of 256 nm. The injections of the Co-PPIX/AQ-Pal14 mixture were preceded by the control injections of buffer and then peptide only to ensure the cleanliness of a column and lack of shedding from the stationary phase. The eluted fractions were collected for further DLS analysis under a batch regime.

**Analytical Ultracentrifugation Studies.** Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) runs were performed on a Beckman Optima XLA analytical ultracentrifuge equipped with absorbance optics. AUC data processing was conducted using the UltraScan software. AQ-Pal14 samples were spun in six-channel centerpieces, using a Beckman An-60Ti rotor. In the sedimentation velocity (SV) experiments samples
were measured at 60 krpm at two loading concentrations (30 and 90 μM) in 20 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) with ionic strength adjusted to 50 mM with NaCl, at 20 °C and monitored at 230 nm. The analysis of SV data involved the model-independent van Holde-Weischet analysis to obtain diffusion corrected distribution of sedimentation coefficient values (s-distribution). The limits of s-distribution were used to initialize the genetic algorithm (GA) analysis and two-dimensional (2DSA) analysis to fit velocity scans with a finite element solution of the Lamm equation and thus obtain molecular parameters. The confidence intervals for corresponding parameters were estimated by the Monte Carlo approach as implemented in the Ultrascan software. Sedimentation equilibrium (SE) experiments were performed on two loading concentrations (60 and 90 μM) in 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) with 100 mM KCl at 4 °C, using rotor speeds 40, 45, 50, 55, 60 krpm with monitoring at 235 nm (ε235 = 3850 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹). Equilibrium data were fit globally to multiple models using the Ultrascan software. The partial specific volume of the AQ-Pal14 peptide was calculated as the weighted average of tabulated data per amino acid residue and found to be 0.771 mL/g. In lieu of 4- pyridylalanine, phenylalanine was used to estimate the partial specific volume of AQ-Pal14. Predictions for the hydrodynamic properties of AQ-Pal14 in different oligomeric states were obtained using the SoMo bead modeling program incorporated within the Ultrascan software. The structural models for the appropriate oligomeric coiled-coil forms of AQ-Pal14 were generated from the GCN4 dimer (1ZIL), trimer (1ZIM) and tetramer (1GCL) structures according to the procedures described by Wagschal et al. Scanning Electron Microscopy and Electron-Dispersive X-ray Analysis. SEM and EDX analyses were performed on an Inspect F scanning electron microscope (FEI Co., Hillsboro, OR) equipped with an INCA PentaFET-x3 detector from OXFORD Instruments. Samples were prepared by direct evaporation onto either carbon or copper conductive tapes under ambient conditions. Atomic Force Microscopy. AFM analyses were performed using a Veeco Multimode Nanoscope IIIa atomic force microscope in tapping mode with BrukeSensors Tap3000Al-G probes. A strip of freshly peeled muscovite mica was incubated in the sample solution for one day and then rinsed with distilled water and air-dried before imaging. The data were processed by WSXM 5.0 Develop 1.3 software. X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy. Samples of Co-PPIX/AQ-Pal14 (~1 mM, including 20% (v/v) glycerol added as a glassing agent) was loaded in a Lucite cuvette with 6 μm polypropylene windows and frozen rapidly in liquid nitrogen. X-ray absorption spectra were measured at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS), beamline X3B, with a Si(111) double crystal monochromator; harmonic rejection was accomplished using a Ni focusing mirror. Fluorescence excitation spectra were measured with a 13-element solid-state Ge detector array. Samples were held at ~15 K in a Displex cryostat during XAS measurements. X-ray energies were calibrated by reference to the absorption spectrum of a Co metal foil, measured concurrently. Data collection and reduction were performed according to published procedures with E0 set to 7735 eV. The Fourier-filtered EXAFS were fit to eq 1 using the nonlinear least-squares engine of FEFFFIT that is distributed with SixPack. Fits to unfiltered data gave similar results.

$$\chi(k) = \frac{N_w A(k) S}{k R_{as}^2} \exp(-2k^2\sigma^2_{as}) \exp(-2R_{as}/\lambda) \sin[2kR_{as} + \phi_{as}(k)] \ (1)$$

In eq 1, \(N_w\) is the number of scatterers within a given radius (\(R_w + \sigma_{as}\)), \(A(k)\) is the backscattering amplitude of the absorber-scatterer (as) pair, \(S\) is a scale factor, is \(\phi_{as}(k)\) is the phase shift experienced by the photoelectron, \(\lambda\) is the photoelectron mean free-path, and the sum is taken over all shells of scattering atoms included in the fit. Theoretical amplitude and phase functions, \(A(k) \exp(-2R_{as}/\lambda)\) and \(\phi_{as}(k)\), were calculated using FEFF v. 8. The scale factor (\(S = 0.74\)) and \(E_0\) (26 eV) were determined previously and held fixed throughout the fitting procedure, while refining only \(R_w\) and \(\sigma^2_{as}\) for a given shell.

**Results**

**Peptide Synthesis and Design.** Solid phase methods were used to prepare the peptide AQ-Pal14, which has the sequence, Ac-Q-(IAALEQK)IAALEXK(IAALEQK)_2-G-NH2, where X is the non-native amino acid 4-pyridylalanine. The peptide was purified by reversed-phase HPLC and identified by MALDI mass spectrometry. As previously described, the sequence of AQ-Pal14 was designed to place a metal-binding pyridine site at a solvent-exposed heptad f position and is comprised of four heptad repeats, each of which contains isoleucine at the heptad a positions and leucine at the heptad d positions. Thus, in accordance with the design principles of Habury et al. and consistent with previous predictions for the closely related peptides (IAALEQK)h2.3, the AQ-Pal14 peptide was expected to form two-stranded coiled coils.

**Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy of AQ-Pal14.** The circular dichroism (CD) spectrum of AQ-Pal14 has minima at 222 and 208 nm with a ratio of \([\theta]_{222}/[\theta]_{208} = 1.07 (25 ^\circ \text{C})\), indicating that AQ-Pal14 does indeed exist as α-helical coiled coils in aqueous solution. Thermal denaturation studies (Supporting Information, Figure S1) show no evidence for a cooperative melting transition in the range of 5–95 °C, and the peptide is seen to undergo only about 38% decrease in ellipticity at the highest temperature. For comparison, the high thermal stability of AQ-Pal14 is similar to that reported by Su et al. for comparably sized synthetic coiled coils, but is significantly greater than that of the H21 30-mer peptide previously studied by our group, which is based on the (IEALEGK) heptad repeat.

**Static and Dynamic Light Scattering Studies of AQ-Pal14.** The oligomerization state of the AQ-Pal14 peptide was assessed in aqueous solution at neutral pH by SEC-MALS (Supporting Information, Figure S2). This technique provides a direct determination of the molecular weight of peptides and proteins and avoids errors inherent within conventional SEC calibration methods for determining molecular weights of nonglobular analytes. The size exclusion chromatogram of the AQ-Pal14 peptide consists of a single symmetrical peak whose elution time was found to be constant in the studied range of loading concentrations (0.05–3 mM) and the ionic strength of the elution buffer (0.10–1.15 M). Calculation of the apparent weight average molar mass \(M_w\) of the peptide using the Zimm fit method yielded a value of 9.5 ± 0.1 kDa, as determined from an average of four separate experiments. Because the calculated molecular mass for the peptide trimer is 9.84 kDa, these results indicate that the AQ-Pal14 peptide exists as a trimeric species under the conditions studied. This result is in contrast to the original expectation that the peptide would form a two-stranded coiled coil based on its sequence.

The hydrodynamic size of AQ-Pal14 at pH 7 was further assessed by DLS analysis performed in both batch and SEC-coupled modes. The distribution analysis of the autocorrelation function using the method of cumulants yielded a narrow, unimodal distribution of species having a mean value of the translational diffusion coefficient, \(D_{20,w}\), equal to (1.23 ± 0.10) \(\times 10^{-6}\) cm²/s. This corresponds to a hydrodynamic radius of 1.7 ± 0.1 nm. The regularization processing of the DLS data shows a similar estimation in the produced \(R_w\) distribution histogram which displays a narrow distribution centered at 1.7 nm (Supporting Information, Figure S3). This estimation of the hydrodynamic size is in very good agreement with the results.
Table 1. Summary of Solution Studies of the Apo AQ-Pal14 Peptide at pH 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peptide-Porphyrin Materials</th>
<th>Sedimentation Velocity</th>
<th>Sedimentation Equilibrium</th>
<th>SEC-MALS</th>
<th>DLS</th>
<th>SoMo bead modeling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concentration, µM</td>
<td>s_{20,w}, × 10^{-13} s</td>
<td>D_{20,w}, × 10^{-6} cm^2/s</td>
<td>f_{b}</td>
<td>R_{n}, nm</td>
<td>M_{w}, kDa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedimentation Velocity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA - Monte Carlo</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DSA - Monte Carlo</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>9.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>9.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedimentation Equilibrium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-Component Model</td>
<td>60; 90</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>8.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monomer-Trimer Model</td>
<td>60; 90</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC-MALS</td>
<td>50−1000</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLS</td>
<td>300−1000</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoMo bead modeling</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The MW value is calculated for trimer. The fitted association constant is 6 × 10^{11} M^{-1}.*

**As obtained for a peptide trimer coiled-coil model.**

Figure 2. Sedimentation equilibrium of the AQ-Pal14 apopeptide. Calculated fits to a single-component model are shown for monomer (1), dimer (2), trimer (3), and tetramer (4). of analytical ultracentrifugation experiments as described in the following section.

**Analytical Ultracentrifugation Studies of AQ-Pal14.** AUC experiments were used as a final means of determining the oligomerization state of the AQ-Pal14 peptide. Sedimentation velocity experiments were performed at loading concentrations of 30 and 90 µM AQ-Pal14. The fit of scans to the finite-element solutions of the Lamm equation using GA and 2DSA methods suggests the presence of a single major solute species of 9.57−9.90 kDa, which is consistent with the existence of a trimeric AQ-Pal14 species (Supporting Information, Figure S4). The obtained values of s and D along with M_{w} derived using the estimated specific partial volume of 0.771 mL/g are summarized in Table 1. Sedimentation equilibrium experiments were performed on AQ-Pal14 in the velocity range of 40−60 krpm and the corresponding equilibrium scans were best globally fit to a single-component model (variance of 8.4 × 10^{-5}) and monomer-trimer model (variance of 8.7 × 10^{-5}). The results of both fits (see Table 1) are indistinguishable from one another to indicate that AQ-Pal14 exists as a peptide trimer. Figure 2 shows a representative fit of the experimental scan to a single-component model. Shown are the experimental data trace for 60 µM AQ-Pal14 sedimented at 40 krpm (gray circles) and the fit to a trimeric single-species model (black line). Fits to monomeric, dimeric, and tetrameric masses in terms of single-species models (dashed lines) are shown for comparison. Additional equilibrium scans are presented in the Supporting Information, Figure S5.

In summary, MALS, sedimentation velocity, and equilibrium AUC experiments give identical results in determining that AQ-Pal14 exists as peptide trimer in aqueous solution. The obtained hydrodynamic parameters for AQ-Pal14 are also in accordance with the theoretically derived D_{20,w} and s_{20,w} values as calculated for a bead model of AQ-Pal14 coiled-coil trimer using the SoMo program. It is noted that these results are consistent with our characterization of the cadmium adduct of a related peptide whose sequence is based on the IAALEQK repeat but modified to contain metal binding cysteine residues at the α and d positions of the third heptad. Here, X-ray crystal studies show that the cadmium protein exists as a parallel three-stranded coiled-coil in which the presence of the metal site causes a distortion of the coiled-coil backbone. It thus appears that the Harbury rules for coiled-coil design are indeed context dependant as placement of isoleucine and leucine residues into the heptad a and d positions of the IAALEQK repeat produces three-stranded coiled coils.

**Binding of AQ-Pal14 to Co-PPIX.** The binding of AQ-Pal14 to Co-PPIX was monitored by both UV−vis and CD spectroscopy. The successive addition of peptide to a solution of Co-PPIX at 60 °C results in a loss of intensity of the porphyrin Soret band that is accompanied by a distinct red-shift from 418 to 424 nm (Supporting Information, Figure S6). The porphyrin Q bands also undergo small red-shifts to 537 and 570 nm, respectively, upon the addition of peptide. These spectral changes are identical to those previously reported for the formation of [Co-PPIX(pyridine)_{2}] in alcohol solvents and indicate that the reaction of AQ-Pal14 with Co-PPIX results in the formation of a six-coordinate Co-PPIX(AQ-Pal14)_{2} species in which two separate AQ-Pal14 peptides are bound to the axial positions of Co-PPIX. These results indicate formation of the desired metal-peptide tecton units in which two coiled-coil oligomerization domains are placed on opposite sides of the cobalt porphyrin ring. However, attempts to characterize this species by MALDI-MS were unsuccessful, showing only the presence of monomeric AQ-Pal14 and Co-PPIX species. This behavior might be due to the weakness of the peptide-porphyrin coordinate bond as suggested by the EXAFS results described below.

Further evidence for the binding of AQ-Pal14 to Co-PPIX can be seen in the CD spectrum of the peptide-porphyrin reaction mixture, which displays an induced CD signal consisting of a minimum ellipticity at 417 nm and a maximum at 438 nm (Supporting Information, Figure S7). This split CD band is indicative of close electronic communication occurring between the porphyrin π-system and the chiral peptide environment and is reminiscent of those observed in some heme proteins as well as in supramolecular assemblies of porphyrins and either amino acids or designed polypeptides. The far UV region in the CD spectrum of the peptide-porphyrin solution is dominated by features at 208 and 222 nm and has an ellipticity ratio of [θ]_{222}/[θ]_{208} = 1.06 which suggests the assembly of the
intermediate-sized species with a broad nonsymmetrical distribution. This behavior is accompanied by the appearance of an new high molecular weight species eluting at the column void volume (7.5 mL), which corresponds to a molecular mass of 20–40 kDa and for rod-shaped ones. This behavior is accompanied by the appearance of an intermediate-sized species with a broad nonsymmetrical distribution of molecular weights. UV–vis absorption scans of these newly formed species display a strong absorption band centered at 422–427 nm, indicating the presence of Co-PPIX. The top chromatogram in Figure 4 shows that, after 2 h of incubation at 60 °C, the apopeptide population has decreased considerably, as judged by the diminished area of the corresponding elution peak at about 17.3 mL. At the same time, the populations of the higher molecular weight product species have all increased. At this point, the elution profile of the intermediate-sized species is clearly resolved into a shoulder and two peaks that elute at 14.2, 14.9, and 15.7 mL, respectively. Continued incubation at this temperature produced no further changes to the SEC elution profiles. Evaluation of signals from light scattering intensity and differential refractive index (Supporting Information, Figure S9) clearly indicates significant scattering due to the higher mass of the newly formed species as compared to the signals in the apopeptide fraction. An estimation based on the elution time gives the masses in the range of 20–40 kDa and higher for the intermediate-sized species, which correspond to the assembly of two and more coiled coils.

DLS measurements were used to estimate the size distribution of the macromolecular aggregates in solution. The fraction eluting at 7–10 mL where the most intense scattering was observed (Supporting Information, Figure S9) was collected for

---

**Table 2.** EXAFS Curve Fitting Results for Co-PPIX/AQ-Pal14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fit</th>
<th>model</th>
<th>Co–N_{porphyrin}</th>
<th>Co–N_{pyridine}</th>
<th>R^f</th>
<th>R_u^b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 N_{porphyrin}</td>
<td>1.95 (1.6)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>393</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4 N_{porphyrin} + 2 N_{pyridine}</td>
<td>1.95 (2.0)</td>
<td>2.27 (3.6)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a Distances (Å) and disorder parameters (in parentheses, \( \sigma \) (10^{-3} Å²)) shown derive from integer or half-integer coordination number fits to Fourier filtered EXAFS data [\( k = 1.5–12 \text{ Å}^{-1}; R = 0.7–2.3 \text{ Å} \)].

^b Goodness of fit (\( R_f \) for fits to filtered data; \( R_u \) for fits to unfiltered data) defined as \( 10^3 \times \frac{\sum \{|Re(Z_{obs})|^2 + |Im(Z_{obs})|^2\} \sum \{|Re(Z_{calc})|^2 + |Im(Z_{calc})|^2\}}{N} \) where \( N \) is the number of data points.
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the DLS analysis under the batch regime. Cumulant analysis of the correlation function of the scattering intensity collected for the earliest eluting peak shows a fairly high polydispersity index of 0.36 and a mean hydrodynamic radius of 50 ± 3 nm. The data processing under the regularization algorithm confirms this result showing that a major distribution spans in the range 20–100 nm and centers at about 55 nm (Figure 5A). Another distribution with a smaller $R_h$ is likely the signature of intermediate-sized products.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) of samples prepared from the reaction of AQ-Pal14 and Co-PPIX in 5% (v/v) DMF in H₂O (unbuffered) shows that this material forms conical structures having base diameters ranging from about 40–80 nm, peak diameters of 5–10 nm, and heights of 10–20 nm (Figure 5B) when deposited on a mica support. Under these conditions, similar structures were not observed from samples of either the peptide or the porphyrin alone, and it is seen that the CD spectrum of the peptide-porphyrin mixture is identical to those obtained in phosphate buffer shown in Figure S7 of the Supporting Information. These results suggest that the nanometer-scale structures result from the supramolecular assembly of the peptide-porphyrin tectons. It is noted that the species shown in Figure 5 are about 2-fold larger than ones made earlier using a Pt(ethylenediamine) center, which may reflect the inherent uncertainty of measuring dimensions in the plane of the mica support. Nevertheless, these structures have a similar overall shape to those previously described for the Pt-containing materials. This comparison suggests that the morphologies of these materials are likely dictated by the conformational properties of the three-stranded coiled-coil peptide AQ-Pal14 and not the coordination geometry of its metal component.

Formation of Millimeter-Scale Peptide-Porphyrin Rods from Phosphate Buffer. An interesting result was obtained when samples of the Co-PPIX/AQ-Pal14 tectons were prepared in 5% (v/v) DMF in 20 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7. The scanning electron micrographs (SEM) presented in Figure 6 show that the deposition of these materials onto conductive carbon tape produces one-dimensional rod-like materials having millimeter-scale lengths and micrometer-scale diameters. Whereas these materials can be seen by the naked eye, closer examination by SEM reveals that they are hierarchical in nature, existing as bundles of smaller rods each having diameters of <2 μm. These results are thus similar to our preliminary report of rod-like materials formed from the reaction of Co-PPIX with a related histidine-containing polypeptide which is known to form two-stranded coiled coils.53 As this type of structure can be produced from peptides having different oligomerization motifs, it now appears that their formation is not driven by the self-assembly properties of the peptide.

To further investigate the nature of the rod-like peptide-porphyrin materials, it was found that they could only be formed from phosphate buffer at pH 7 and not from HEPES buffer (pH 7), Tris buffer (pH 7), or pure H₂O. It was further observed that similar rod-like materials could not be formed from solutions of the peptide alone in the absence of buffer. However, similar structures were formed from Co-PPIX alone, but only when the pH of the phosphate buffer was lowered to just above 6. Together, the results suggest that formation of these materials involves either some type of porphyrin—phosphate interaction or perhaps from the crystallization of phosphate itself. In the former case, this would be similar to the situation previously reported for supramolecular arrays of tetra(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrins in which adjacent porphyrin molecules were bridged by phosphate anions hydrogen-bonded to their peripheral carboxylic acid moieties.54 This could translate into a situation where adjacent Co-PPIX molecules are organized by the hydrogen-bonding of phosphate anions to the propionic acid moieties of the porphyrin rings. Ongoing work is thus attempting to elucidate the detailed three-dimensional structure of these materials through X-ray crystallography to further understand the mechanism of their formation.

In the absence of such detailed structural information, the chemical composition of the peptide-porphyrin rods was analyzed by a variety of techniques. First, electron-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) was used to show the presence of cobalt, carbon, nitrogen, and large amounts of phosphorus and potassium in these materials (Supporting Information, Figure S10). Second, spectra obtained through confocal resonance Raman microscopy (Figure 7A) show strong signals within the region of 1300–1700 cm⁻¹ which are identical to those seen in samples of Co-PPIX alone and compare favorably to those previously assigned to the in-plane vibrational modes of Co(III)-PPIX(pyridine)₂.55 and of Co(III)-PPIX measured in piperidine.56 In these experiments, vibrations associated with the amide I band of the coiled-coil α-helix were not observed as they are presumably masked by the resonance-enhanced porphyrin signals. However, attenuated total reflectance microinfrared spectrometry of the rods do indeed show strong signals at 1650 and 1543 cm⁻¹ (Figure 7B) that correspond to the amide I and amide II frequencies of α-helical polypeptides.57

Figure 5. Conformational analysis of Co-PPIX/AQ-Pal14 assemblies by (A) dynamic light scattering of the highest molecular weight peak eluting from the SEC column and (B) atomic force microscopy of the assemblies prepared from 5% (v/v) DMF in H₂O (unbuffered).

Figure 6. SEM images of Co-PPIX/AQ-Pal14 assemblies prepared from 5% (v/v) DMF in 20 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7, after evaporation from carbon conductive tape.
aluminum foil support. It is noted, however, that the spatial resolution of the microinfrared experiment is insufficient to interrogate the composition of the peptide rods without also sampling some of the surrounding regions that might contain unreacted starting materials. Thus, MALDI-MS was used to confirm the chemical composition of this material. Figure 8A shows the MALDI-MS spectrum of an unreacted mixture of Co-PPIX and AQ-Pal14.

The spectrum consists of a signal located at \( m/z \) 620 that corresponds to the \([\text{Co-PPIX}]^+\) cation in addition to a much broader signal at 3280–3370, which is assigned to various adducts of the AQ-Pal14 apopeptide. Importantly, Figure 8B shows that the MALDI-MS spectrum of an isolated rod, carefully washed with methanol to remove the outer layers of material, contains the same components as found in the unreacted mixture. Together, the combination of Raman, IR, and MALDI-MS results demonstrate that the rod-like material shown in Figure 6 is indeed comprised of Co-PPIX and AQ-Pal14 but also contain a significant amount of phosphate ion. The assembly process of this material is presently unknown and the subject of further investigation.

Conclusions

The results presented above show how peptides and metalloporphyrins can be combined to make an interesting new class of materials having diverse three-dimensional morphologies depending on the conditions used in their preparation. Metal-peptide tecton units were prepared by binding individual chains of the self-assembling polypeptide AQ-Pal14 to the axial positions of Co-PPIX. This reaction produced a six-coordinate transition metal complex in which trimeric coiled-coil oligomerization domains were positioned on opposite faces of the porphyrin ring. The metal-peptide tectons were shown to assemble in solution via coiled-coil formation to produce globular materials having diameters less than 100 nm when prepared in unbuffered water, as shown by both DLS and AFM experiments. It is interesting to note that the morphology of these materials is very similar to that of the previously studied Pt/AQ-Pal14 system whose tectons were prepared by coordinat-
ent metal sites to indicate that their structures are likely driven by the conformational properties of the peptide. In contrast, when samples were prepared from phosphate buffer, millimeter-scale peptide rods were formed upon evaporation, which might arise from hydrogen-bond interactions occurring between the propionic acid moieties of the metalloporphyrin ring and phosphate ion or perhaps from the crystallization of the phosphate itself. In any case, it is apparent that the formation of these structures does not rely on the assembly properties of the peptide. Together, these results highlight the diversity of materials that can be prepared upon reacting simple inorganic coordination compounds with self-assembling polypeptides, and it is anticipated that continued study of these materials will further our abilities to produce peptide-based materials having rationally controlled morphologies for use as next-generation materials for medicine and technology.
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